Timeline

The Swiss Reformation
Calvin born
at Noyon,
France

The Life and Work
of Ulrich Zwingli
1528

Calvin at
university in
France
Calvin 1 st at
Geneva
Calvin
returns to
Geneva

1536
1541

EUROPE

Geneva

Berne

Basel

Kappel

Zurich

Glarus

Wildhaus

Switzerland
French-Speaking

Early Years
n
n
n

n

n

Born 1484 at Wildhaus.
Son of the mayor.
Studied at Basel, Berne,
Vienna, Basel again.
Talented musician – played
many instruments well and
wrote poems and songs.
Ordained 1506, parish of
Glarus.

German-Speaking

Italian-Speaking

Romansh-Speaking

Swiss Foreign Service 1512-1516
n

n
n
n
n

1512, 1515, chaplain to Glarus mercenaries in papal
armies. Witnesses massacre of Swiss, especially at
Marignan.
Sometimes Swiss ended up on both sides of a conflict
Lawlessness at home as returning troops indulged
sinful appetites.
Writes “The Labyrinth” to express strong opposition
to mercenary system, especially French recruitment.
Moves to Einsiedeln in 1516 at least in part due to the
uproar caused by his views.
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Erasmus
n
n
n

n
n

Comes to Basel in 1514.
Zwingli visits him; profoundly
influenced.
“I could not sleep if I had not conversed
for some time with you. There is nothing
of which I boast so much as of having seen
Erasmus”
New impulse to Zwingli’s labors.
Luther unimpressed with Erasmus and by association
with Zwingli - “I’ve bitten into many a nut, believing it was
good, only to find it wormy. Zwingli and Erasmus are nothing
but wormy nuts….”

Scripture Studies 1512 - 1516
n

n

n

n
n

Around 1512, begins to study Greek; develops
principles of Biblical interpretation:
“Those have a very groveling idea of the Scriptures who
regard whatever seems to them at variance with their own reason as
frivolous, vain and unjust. Men have no right to bind the gospel at
pleasure to their own sense, and their own interpretation”
Interpreted Scripture with Scripture; hard passages in the light
of easier ones.
Studied the Fathers not as authorities but as commentators.
Committed most of the New Testament and portions of the
Old Testament to memory!

At Einsiedeln 1516 - 1518
n

n

images, the invocation of the Virgin, or the saints, obtain the grace of
God?…..God looks to the heart, but our heart is alienated from God”
n

n

n
n
n
n

Place opens in Zurich – friends want him to have it.
Some try to prevent it:
“too fond of music”, “loves the world and pleasure”
Zwingli appointed priest at the
Grossmünster Dec. 27 1518
Main charges he received:
Raise money – sick & sacrifices
n Leave preaching to others
n Only personally give sacraments
to people of distinction – no-one else
n

n
n

Some converted; took the
message home with them.
Zwingli still enjoys
Rome’s favor – they want
to use him to gain
influence in Switzerland.

Indulgences - 1518
n

n
n

Move to Zurich - 1518
n

A remote center of superstition and worship of Mary
– pilgrimage common especially at certain festivals.
Zwingli attacks: “Can useless works, long pilgrimages, offerings,

Samson comes from Italy to sell indulgences – August
1518. “I can pardon all sins. Heaven and Hell are subject to
my power, and I sell the merits of Jesus Christ to whoever will
purchase them, by paying in cash for an indulgence.”
Indulgences on parchment for the rich – 1 crown. On
paper for the poor – 2 farthings.
Zwingli speaks out: “Jesus Christ, the Son of God, thus
speaks, “Come unto ME…. And I will give you rest” Is it not
then audacious folly and insensate temerity to say on the
contrary, Purchase letters of indulgence! Run to Rome! Give to
the monks! Sacrifice to priests! If you do these things I will
absolve you from your sins! Jesus Christ is the only offering;
Jesus Christ is the only sacrifice; Jesus Christ is the only way.”

Ministry at Zurich
n

n
n

Ministry causes a stir –
people had never heard
anything like this before!
Opposition arises “He invites
country folks to dine with him”!
Zwingli bears it with
patience:
“Whoso would gain the wicked
to Jesus Christ must wink at
many things”

Expounds Matthew instead!
Alarming innovation!
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Zwingli’s Teaching at this time

The Plague - 1519
n
n

n
n
n
n

2500 die in Switzerland.
Zwingli returns from a place of
rest and recreation to minister to his
flock.
Catches the plague and draws near to death.
Is ultimately delivered and writes a hymn concerning
the experience.
Many see this as his conversion.
From this time on Zwingli preaches with new power
and effectiveness. Over 2000 are converted following
the plague and Zwingli’s preaching.

n

n
n
n
n

Fall of Adam key to human
history – all men now dead in
Adam.
Human works useless – Christ
alone saves.
Christ’s sacrifice once for all.
Substitutionary atonement.
Men chosen by God to receive
this grace.

Zwingli on Luther
“If Luther preaches Christ he does what I do. Those who
have been brought to Christ by him are more numerous
than those who have been brought by me. But no matter!
I am unwilling to bear any other name than that of
Christ, whose soldier I am, and who alone is my head.
Never was a single scrap written by me to Luther or by
Luther to me. And why? In order to show how well the
Spirit of God accords with himself, since, without having
heard each other, we so harmoniously teach the doctrine of
Jesus Christ.”

Beginnings of Reform – 1518
onwards
n
n
n
n
n
n

Zurich Council orders priests and monks to preach
nothing that did not come from Scripture.
This was an intervention of the state in the church but
it was caused by the preaching of the reformers.
Most of the monks had never read the Bible but now
had to preach from it!
Opposition began to grow in 1520.
Zwingli continues to speak against foreign service.
Enemies from two sides – those against his doctrine
and those in favor of foreign service.

Growing separation from Rome
n

n

n

April 1522 – Zwingli begins to speak against
abstaining from meat during Lent – it has no basis in
Scripture.
A Romish delegation comes from Constance but
retreats after stating their position, rather than facing
Zwingli in a debate!
July 1522, reformers meet at Einsiedeln and draft 2
petitions to the Confederacy:
Supporting free preaching of the Gospel
n Against the celibacy of the priesthood
n

n

Zwingli marries Anna Reinhard (widow, 4 children)
but keeps it secret for 2 years until 1524.

First Disputation
n
n

Zwingli proposed to resolve commotion in Switzerland caused
by his preaching and German reformation.
Published 67 theses in preparation:
n
n
n
n
n

n

All who maintain that the gospel is nothing without the confirmation
of the church blaspheme God.
The only way of salvation to all men who have been, are, or are to be,
is Jesus Christ.
From the Gospel we learn that the doctrines and traditions of men
are of no use to salvation.
All Christians are brethren of Christ, brethren of each other, and they
have no fathers on the earth; thus orders, sects and parties fall.
I know of no greater scandal than the prohibition of lawful marriage
to priests, while they are permitted for money to have concubines.
Shame!
The Holy Scripture knows nothing of a purgatory after this life.
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First Disputation (contd.)
n
n
n
n

n

n
n
n

Zwingli makes his case, Rome remains silent.
Hints of Presbyterianism in Zwingli’s reasoning.
Judgment is in favor of Zwingli’s assertions!
He is directed “to continue to preach the holy Gospel as
heretofore and to proclaim the true, divine Scriptures until he
was better informed”
All other preachers are instructed “not to preach anything
which they could not establish by the holy Gospel and other
divine Scriptures”
Priests begin to take wives.
Mass and images are despised.
Nunneries begin to empty.

Second Disputation
n
n
n
n

Third Disputation
n
n
n

n

n
n

January 1524, more private in character.
The disputation is judged again in favor of Zwingli.
Diet of the Swiss cantons beheads one of the
supporters of reform and asks Zurich to denounce
Zwingli’s teaching. They refuse.
Now images are emptied from churches, Mass begins
to be abandoned and relics, processions etc. stopped.
Zurich put out of the Diet by Romish Cantons.
1525 - Lord’s Supper is celebrated in Zurich.

Zwingli, Luther and the Lord’s Supper
n
n
n

n
n
n

The dispute begins around 1525.
Carlstadt fuels it, shuttling back and
forth.
Real presence (Luther) versus
commemoration and spiritual
communion with Christ (Zwingli)
“Hoc est corpus meum” – ‘is’ or
‘represents’?
Culminates in the Marburg
Colloquy in 1529.
Luther questions Zwingli’s salvation
on the basis of his views on this subject.

Called October 1523 to discuss images and Mass.
Most representatives from Rome make excuses and
do not attend – those that come remain silent.
Council decides for Zwingli but does not order
immediate cessation of Mass or removal of images.
This marks the emancipation of the church in Zurich
from the bishopric of Constance and the Reformation
is firmly established in Zurich and from there spreads
to other cantons.

Anabaptists
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Around 1524 come from Germany to Switzerland.
Threaten moderate course of reformation –
revolution.
Prophecies, convulsions etc.
Regard the church as comprising only true and
baptized believers.
Zwingli begins outlines of Covenant Theology to
answer some of their teachings against infant baptism.
Anabaptists’ excesses ultimately their own undoing.
Influence wanes after a few years.

Reform spreads from Zurich
Reformed Cantons

Zurich

Romish Cantons
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Christian Co-Burghery
n

n
n
n
n
n
n

Expelled from the Swiss diet, Zwingli forms alliances
with the other cantons that have embraced reform –
the Christian Co-Burghery.
Forms at the state level and not at the church level.
Zwingli never sees the need for separation of church
and state.
Swiss had proud republican heritage and this
influences Zwingli greatly.
Romish Cantons incensed at the new alliances.
Persecute adherents of reform.
Seek alliance with Austria to restore Rome’s power.

Rumors of War - 1529
n

n
n
n

Marburg Colloquy - 1529
n
n
n

n

In the midst of this situation, Zwingli meets Luther
for their famous disagreement over the Lord’s Supper.
Luther sees Zwingli as something of a radical
At the same time, Zwingli is negotiating with Philip of
Hesse, the host of the Colloquy, and seems to have
ideas of Philip succeeding Charles V as Holy Roman
Emperor after hoped-for military
success against Charles and the
Pope.
Zwingli increasingly turns to
political means from this point
onwards.

An Uneasy Peace
n

n

n

n

Attempts to avoid war
n

n

n

n

Diet called in 1531. Five cantons will not agree to free
preaching of the Gospel in their lands.
Zwingli uses all his waning influence to call for war.
His friends begin to desert him as he pursues a
political and military role and not that of a pastor.
Berne persuades reformed cantons to establish a
blockade on the Romish ones. This results in famine
and spurs the 5 cantons on to war.
Zurich grows ever weaker in influence as reliance is
placed in politics and not God’s Word.

In 1529, reformed pastor is kidnapped by bailiffs
outside their jurisdiction and brought before a tribunal
in Schwyz for trial. Convicted and burned to death.
In the outcry that follows, Zwingli calls for war.
Zwingli marches out with the army to Kappel, but the
support he obtains isn’t all he had wanted.
Against Zwingli’s advice, voices calling for peace
prevail and a peace treaty is concluded with the
Romish Cantons which seems to give the reformation
some of what it had wanted - the 5 cantons seem to
relinquish their agreement with Austria.

The 5 cantons grow increasingly dissatisfied with the
peace terms of 1529.
The Holy Roman Emperor and the Pope seem likely
to join together to re-establish their power in
Switzerland, coming to the aid of the 5 cantons.
Zwingli does not think the reformation can survive
against such an onslaught.
Seeks military alliances with Venice in Italy and with
France (persecutors of the reformed in their own
territory, and whose forces had killed some of
Zwingli’s own relatives). Unsuccessful.

October 1531 – war begins
n
n

n
n
n
n
n

Zurich does not believe the early signs.
Even when evidence grows, they call large council
meetings and give long speeches about what they
should do.
Very late in responding.
Few men heed the call to arms.
Demoralized force of around 1200 Zurichers marches
out to meet 8000 men from the five cantons.
Zwingli goes as their chaplain.
No help given to Zurich from other reformed cantons.
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Death of Zwingli – the Bible and the
Sword

Death of Zwingli
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Hit on the head by a rock early in battle.
Suffers other wounds and lies at the
foot of a tree while the battle is fought.
Last words “They may indeed kill the body
but they cannot kill the soul”
Zurich is soundly defeated.
Zwingli refuses a priest for confession.
Refuses to call upon saints – is
recognized and killed.
“Die, obstinate heretic!”
Subsequently quartered and burned.
Ashes mixed with those of swine and scattered.

Matthew 26:52 Then Jesus said to him, “Put your
sword back into its place; for all those who take up
the sword shall perish by the sword.”
Luther, on hearing of Zwingli’s death, said, ‘I sorrow
for Zwingli, because I have little hope for him.’

Zwingli - summary

Zwingli - summary
n
n

n

n
n
n
n

Great intellect, talented musician, fearless reformer
A counterpoise for Luther – only did in the church
what Bible commanded. Luther allowed what Bible
did not forbid
A tireless worker – produced many works including a
systematic theology that was later eclipsed by Calvin’s
Institutes
Opposed Anabaptists
Began to outline Covenant Theology
Understanding of the Lord’s Supper
Began to outline Presbyterian government

Zwingli - summary
n

n

n

n

n

Was the demise of Zwingli and the defeat of Zurich the end of
the Reformation in Switzerland as Zwingli had feared?
It was a setback for sure, but the people were humbled and
driven back to the Lord and away from political aspirations.
Henry Bullinger, whose chronicles give us
much of our information on Zwingli,
succeeded him in his ministry.
Within 5 years, John Calvin appeared in
Geneva to minister to the French-speaking
Swiss and continue the reformation.
He built on Luther’s and Zwingli’s work
and established a body of doctrine that is
our heritage today.

n
n

n
n
n

n

n

Proud supporter of the Swiss Republic and its
heritage.
Did not understand need for separation between
church and state – happy for the state to be used to
forward gospel ends and mandate behavior in the
church.
Did not understand that the reformation could not be
advanced with human weapons.
Engaged in politics from the pulpit.
Tried to be pastor, politician and general at one and
the same time.

Isaiah 55:11 So will My word be which goes forth
from My mouth; It will not return to Me empty,
Without accomplishing what I desire, And without
succeeding in the matter for which I sent it.
Ephesians 6:10 Finally, be strong in the Lord and in
the strength of His might. 11 Put on the full armor of
God, so that you will be able to stand firm against the
schemes of the devil. 12 For our struggle is not
against flesh and blood, but against the rulers,
against the powers, against the world forces of this
darkness, against the spiritual forces of
wickedness in the heavenly places. 13 Therefore,
take up the full armor of God, so that you will be
able to resist in the evil day, and having done
everything, to stand firm.
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